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Anton Kannemeyer applies pressure where it hurts; he 
scratches, and he stings.

For over thirty years, the works of this South African artist, 
co-founder of the magazine Bitterkomix, have made for 
uncomfortable viewing, shaking us out of our complacency and 
raising the question of what artistic creation is really for. 
Closeting himself away like a monk (a laughing monk) in his 
cell, Kannemayer exposes the absurdity of the stereotypes we so 
readily embrace. Confronting issues such as racism and preju-
dice head on, he forces us to look where others avert their gaze, 
systematically challenging – with both rigour and gusto – the 
vacuousness of our age and denouncing the levelling down that 
inevitably flows from the excesses of the “cancel culture”.  
Huberty & Breyne f irst began collaborating with Anton 
Kannemayer in 2018 and is delighted to be hosting the first gal-
lery exhibition of the artist’s work in France. 
The gallery’s main display area will be devoted to works on 
canvas and paper, with the first floor reserved for informed adult 
viewing of a series of drawings co-produced with Kannemayer’s 
friend Conrad Botes and published by La 5e Couche in L'art éro-
tique d'Anton Kannemeyer et Conrad Botes.

Preview: Thursday 23 September 2021 from 11.00 am to 8.00 pm, 
in the presence of the artist.

Works available to view online from Friday 24 September 2021.

Post Racial White, 2020
Acrylic on paper, 56 x 76 cm

EXHIBITION
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I first encountered a deceptively simple illustration from 
2019 called Compelling Backstory on Instagram during 
the earnest fervor of last summer’s racial reckoning, when 
the art world—much like its fashion counterpart and most 
other demi-mondes besides—was preoccupied with 
uploading black squares in pious and totalizing unifor-
mity. What was this? The vivid, innocent colors contrasted 
sharply with the sophistication of the racialized subject 
matter. It felt subversive, dangerous and clear-sighted at 
precisely the moment everything else that was mediated 
and touching on identity strove to be saccharine, self-
righteously one-dimensional and, first and foremost, safe. 

A viewer is confronted with an anachronistically dressed 
mother (grandmother?) in Sunday hat, heels and gloves 
beaming down at a little blond girl with red bowties in 
her plated hair, white socks in her black leather shoes. A 
thought bubble articulates her wry conundrum. “I can’t 
decide—do I go for the prettiest doll, or the one with the 
most compelling backstory?” She is contemplating a dis-
play case of figures spanning an array of ethnic types, from 
what appears to be Asian, Native American, (black) African, 
and (white) European. On one level, the cartoon forces us 
to consider a distinction we have been wont to overlook: 
one’s “personal truth” or narrative of trauma or, “lived ex-
perience” does not and cannot by itself guarantee any-
thing like aesthetic or artistic depth or legitimacy, though 
we have tried valiantly to conflate them. On a subtler and 
more provocative—and perhaps also subconscious—level, 
however, the terms, “compelling” and “pretty,” are set off 
against each other as opposite poles of a binary, somehow 
competing and mutually exclusive, as though it’s obvious 
on its face that the most beautiful doll could not also pos-
sess the most impressive backstory. Are these the biases 
of the little girl, with her inherited, socialized and racia-
lized sensibility, or do they belong to the artist?

The picture won’t tell us. And the artist who chafed at the 
received piety with which not just mainstream culture 
but also what’s left of the cutting edge has come to treat 
even relatively innocuous questions of racial identity and 
difference shouldn’t have to. But we are no longer accus-
tomed to certain kinds of challenges. As it happens, in the 

imaginative universe of Anton Kannemeyer, Compelling 
Backstory is about as mild-mannered as it gets. A white 
native of South Africa and the editor of the Bitterkomix, 
the avant-garde satirical magazine he co-founded in 1992, 
he is perhaps best known for his reappropriation of the 
starkly racialized yet childlike visual language of Hergé’s 
famous Tintin comics. Working under the pseudonym Joe 
Dog in books like Pappa in Afrika and Pappa in Doubt, 
Kannemeyer offers up panel after panel of unsettling 
Sambo figures being raped, slaughtered, mutilated—
hands lopped off at the wrists—and, most disturbingly to 
my mind, dozing off at work and being treated as half-wits 
or objects of condescending pity. 

And yet to work through initial reactions, to fall back on 
cliché and “look harder,” is also to recognize something 
far subtler: the preposterous hypocrisy and pathologi-
cal fear, as well as foolish Eurocentricity and debilitating 
lack of self-awareness that defines his white characters 
thought processes (or lack thereof). Many of the images 
are almost impossible to deal with, this is undeniable, yet 
they are more than that. Taken together, they amount to a 
shatteringly honest decades-long attempt to reflect what 
is almost always glossed over. We are presented with a 
grotesque racial imaginary, the devastating psychology of 
exploitation and alterity, by way of the white Afrikaner—
and by extension many others beyond him—in relation to 
his country’s native inhabitants—and by extension many 
others beyond them. Kannemeyer’s work confronts us 
relentlessly with a hard stereotyping actually worthy of 
the label racist, absent any handholding didacticism. He 
is old school that way and seems to believe that this is a 
subject so serious that audiences can be trusted—and in-
deed must be forced to—come to their own hard-fought 
conclusions. 

In an essay on censorship in a slim pamphlet, incidental-
ly also from 2019, titled the limitations of white empathy 
2, he articulates his dilemma with an unusual directness 
no doubt occasioned by necessity. On the cover there is 
a balding middle-aged white man—the artist?—spor-
ting “tighty-whitey” underwear (revealing significant tan 
marks) and punching himself in the face. “What after all is 

Anton KANNEMEYER  
By Thomas CHATTERTON WILLIAMS - August 2021
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the point of art?” Kannemeyer asks. “Surely not only mo-
ney and selling artworks to the community? Surely not to 
comply to a set of rules to enable your work to enter a mu-
seum collection?” 

These questions are not merely hypothetical. At a time 
when the longtime curator of the San Francisco Mu-
seum of Modern Art can be forced from his position for 
the transgression of simply remarking that, despite its 
new directive to acquire more work by artists of color, the 
museum  would also continue collecting pieces by white 
men, Kannemeyer’s project takes on new dimensions of 
risk and potential for self-destruction. Put bluntly, he is 
limning the outermost limits of what the contemporary 
discourse will be seen to tolerate. Indeed, in recent years 
he has faced consequences, exclusion from museum ex-
hibitions and cancellation from every one of his galleries 
with the notable exception of Huberty & Breyne in Paris. 
“Museum directors, acquisition boards and curators buy 
art (or present exhibitions) based on a clear set of criteria, 
one of which is that the artist’s personal life must be mo-
rally sound,” he writes in the limitations, here in reference 
to a sexually explicit set of illustrations that may or may 
not be understood as critiquing patriarchy. Yet his point 
applies broadly and is worth quoting at length: 

Another [criterion] is that new acquisitions must be 
culturally diverse, meaning the emphasis is on appea-
rance rather than actual excellence. … The fact that his-
tory tells us that the art that endured to this day was art 
that challenged morals, dogma and created controversy, 
seems to have absolutely no relevance when museums 
acquire art today.

The world has changed rapidly. As recently as 2008, the 
New York Times could still publish a glowing, completely 
unself-conscious review of his show in Chelsea, writing 
about the “Cape Town resident” whose “most appealing 
works … expertly imitate the style of Hergé’s comics star-
ring Tintin, the boy adventurer and world-roving perso-

Thomas Chatterton Williams was born in 1981 in New Jersey, United States.  

He is a cultural critic, a contributing writer for the New York Times Maga-

zine and an American author.  

He is particularly known for the book Self-Portrait in Black and White: Un-

learning Race, first published in 2019, then edited by Grasset, in French, in 

2021 under the title « Autoportrait en noir et blanc, Désapprendre l’idée 

de la race ».  

In 2019 Thomas Williams Chatterton received a fellowship from the New 

America (formerly the New America Foundation), as well as the Berlin 

Prize awarded by the American Academy of Berlin. 

nification of Western colonialism” and whose “semiotic 
sophistication, graphic ingenuity and X-ray political vision 
work together in morally rousing harmony.”

Not only could Anton Kannemeyer not receive such a 
rave in today’s mainstream art press, the white critic who 
attempted it would almost certainly also be jobless. In 
this way, Kannemeyer’s work functions as a necessary 
and powerful barometer, measuring with unflinching if 
self-immolating accuracy the shifting cultural pressures 
constricting all of us. We had better take notice. 
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“One who justifies himself has no glory.” – Lao Tzu

I love this quote and I believe it to be true. In my art career 
of thirty years or so, however, I found that controversial 
artworks, especially my particular brand of iconoclastic 
satire, often needed to be illuminated, even if it was only 
to create a context and add a motivation. The talks I fre-
quently did were evidently informative, even to sophisti-
cated and visually literate audiences. 

Unfortunately, you don’t get to talk about your work once 
it’s been “cancelled”.

Since my last solo exhibition of political works in Sou-
th Africa in October 2015 1, I have been systematically 
“de-platformed” or “cancelled” 2 locally and abroad, most-
ly in English speaking countries. Firstly, I was muzzled 
by the gallery that served as my primary representation 
for twelve years in South Africa. For two and half years 
after the October 2015 exhibition they kept me in their 
stable without offering a solo show or participation in 
any group exhibitions 3, until we finally parted ways. This 
had a knock-on effect, as all of a sudden, I was excluded 
from any international museum shows or other group 
exhibitions connected to the gallery circuit in South Afri-
ca. I exhibited from 2018 onwards with two other galle-
ries in Europe and had good sales, especially at the 1-54 
Contemporary African Art Fair, until they too decided to 
exclude my work from the fair in 2020, after controversy 
surrounding my work in 2019. The New York-leg of the Art 
Fair also refused to host my work in 2020. In the same 
year most of my lithographic prints were removed from 
the Artists’ Press’ website which they now refuse to conti-
nue selling. 

The trouble with my work lies with the use of the black 
stereotype (in this case the pejorative “golliwog” visual 
idiom) in some of my political artworks.

The use of the black stereotype in my artworks was a reac-
tion to the first colour mass publishing of Belgian comic 

The Trouble with my Work
Anton Kannemeyer - Aug 2020

artist Herge's Tintin in the Congo in 2005 (originally pu-
blished in 1931). This book was not available before in the 
English language (only limited copies were published in-
dependently in black and white). The reason for this is that 
Herge's original English publisher (Methuen) didn't think 
it was a good idea, and Hergé agreed. He knew the book 
was racist, but said in an interview later in his life that it 
was done “in the spirit of the times”. With the publishing 
of the book in 2005 (by the new owner of the Tintin em-
pire, Nick Rodwell) there was quite an international outcry, 
and the book was subsequently removed from the shel-
ves of several libraries in New York. At the Brooklyn library, 
for instance, it was made available for viewing by appoint-
ment only. This was regarded as censorship by some. My 
feeling, since I do not support censorship, was that an age 
limit (like they did with offensive lyrics on some cds and 
records) could be placed on the book. Since the book is 
one of the few Tintins that are really made for children 
only, it would kind of defeat its purpose. The book is really 
offensive, supporting the coarsest racial stereotypes and 
patronizing attitudes, certainly not a book for young child-
ren. But it would be a great book for a teacher to discuss 
with young children and explain why the stereotypes are 
offensive. Unfortunately, once a book like this gets censo-
red, everybody regards it as toxic and best to forget about. 

1  “E is for Exhibition”, 1 October – 13 November 2015, my fifth and final solo 

exhibition with the Stevenson Gallery.
2  “De-platforming” or “cancelled” are trendy words for censorship. So called 

liberals, however, will never admit to censoring art, literature or music. Af-

ter all, if they should, they are no better than conservative fascists.  
3 They did finally offer to include me in a group show (a retrospective ex-

hibition of 15 years of the gallery) where only a selection of my “erotic” or 

sexually explicit works were to be exhibited in the gallery’s toilets. When 

I objected to this, I was told that they had decided to remove my name 

from the list of artists that they represent, but offered to keep on selling 

my artworks without official representation. I obviously declined to have 

my works sold through the back door.
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The Trouble with my Work
Anton Kannemeyer - Aug 2020

The reason I used selected imagery from the book was 
to critically investigate racism today through a popular 
and familiar visual idiom. The artworks criticize the book 
but also shed some historical light on the Congo (and 
broadly speaking of colonialism in Africa). My book, 
Pappa in Afrika, which came out in different versions in 
French, English, Portuguese, Finnish and German was a 
parody . And how could it be a parody 4 if I did not use 
the stereotypes from the book? This is unfortunately 
one of the ironies of satire: you perpetuate that which 
you attack. A satire on Hitler, Stalin or Pol Pot in recent 
history perpetuates those monsters as well. It is a com-
plicitous critique that necessarily reproduces the very 
values it simultaneously displaces. By inhabiting the 
visual symbols and language of the original its assump-
tion can be undermined.

White guilt and shame also form part of my investiga-
tion into race. I very much live with guilt and shame, even 
though a good Marxist would regard these as the most 
bourgeois of sentiments. Every day in South Africa we 
are reminded of our privilege. Owning and driving an 
expensive car, for instance, is shameful. My work often 
points this out, and I implicate myself, there's no get-
ting away from it. But I deal with it in my work, I do not 
try to skirt the issues or hide them. I must say, general-
ly, that I feel South Africa did a lot of investigation and 
self-analyses in this regard (such as the TRC in the 90s), 
as opposed to the US where white liberals mostly tried to 
ignore their legacy of white privilege. I think they are now 
confronted by it more than ever before. In South Africa 
the race debate has been central to our lives for as long 
as I can remember and one could almost argue it's part 
of our culture. 

But let’s look at satire in more detail. When you see an 
artwork that uses the black stereotype (or “golliwog”) it is 
obviously offensive. There seems to be a common misun-
derstanding nowadays that when something is offensive 
in the arts it is criminal. But obscenity, just like pun, pa-
rody, inversion and allegory, all form part of the satirist’s 
armoury. And remember that the black stereotype is of-
fensive to both black and white people, not just to black 
people. For a white person, especially a "liberal", it's a very 
untimely reminder of an atrocious legacy. One that they 
would like to go away at all costs in order to avoid talking 
about race. For me this single fact is enough reason to 
keep on showing the “golliwog”, as a historical reminder 
of racial injustice. How much easier it is for a white per-
son’s conscience if the evidence is eradicated!

4 Pappa in Afrika was published by Jacana in 2010 in English, in 2014 in 

Finnish, German and Portuguese, and finally in French in 2018.
5 “Mel Brooks: Blazing Saddles would never be made today”, BBC News, 

Entertainment & Arts, 21 September 2017.
6 The fact that he feels one can make a comedy about Black people’s suf-

fering at the hands of whites, but not about the Jewish people’s suffering 

at the hands of the Nazis is hypocritical, especially considering that Mel 

Brooks is Jewish himself

Recently I read an article on the director Mel Brooks 5. In 
the article he said that he would not have been able to 
make the film "Blazing Saddles"(1974) today (a comedy 
about a black sheriff in a white western town) as “politi-
cal correctness is the death of comedy.” He then also said 
that there is one thing that one can never make a come-
dy of, which is the Jewish holocaust. Not only do I find this 
suggestion “offensive” 6, I disagree with it. I think that the 
satirist uses comedy, wit, sarcasm, irony, ridicule etc. not 
to make fun of people or something, but to draw atten-
tion to a problem. It forces people to discuss or engage 
with difficult or taboo subject matters. When I had a solo 
exhibition in 2011 in New York, there was at one point in 
the evening of the opening a queue of African Americans 
waiting to congratulate me: they all said more or less the 
same thing, which was "thanks for talking about race, 
white people in the States never do." Several large pain-
tings from that exhibition (with the black stereotype) sold 
to prominent African American collectors. 

In order to understand that the work is not making fun 
of black people, you have to read the black stereotype 
as symbolic. It's true that my work can now be viewed 
by anyone with an internet connection. Unfortunately 
it is also now read on the most literal level, without any 
consideration of the context or motivations from my side. 
The artworks look simple because they are drawn in an 
accessible comic style, but that does not mean they are 
easy to understand. The comments I receive from people 
nowadays are very similar to comments I received back 
in the 90s from conservative white South Africans. Back 
then I was backed up by a liberal media and academics. 
These people are quiet now, mostly in fear of reprisals or 
being called out as racists themselves. The media today 
is led by social platforms and this is an extremely sorry 
state of affairs. The levels of ignorance and intolerance 
are astounding. Once attacked by a mob on twitter, it is 
impossible to convince an audience that the opposite of 
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7  I think the very notion of what “liberal” means has changed today: in my 

mind liberalism stands for gender and racial equality, and, most impor-

tantly, freedom of speech.
8 Exhibited in his exhibition “Hail to the Thief II” (2012) at the Goodman  

Gallery in Johannesburg.
9 Art of Comics (an exhibition of French and South African comics), JAG, 19 

September – 17 November 2019. 
10  According to the Stevenson gallery, Rapport, 8 September 2019.
11  According to the 1-54 Contemporary African Art Fair in London in a letter 

to the Huberty & Breyne gallery in March 2020. If anything, my art is pro-

bably too interesting. 

what they are reading is intended. So in a way public opi-
nion has changed: before I was hated only by conserva-
tives; now I'm hated by both conservatives and pseudo-li-
berals 7. Today my work is placed in the same pigeon hole 
as the original Tintin in the Congo. Simply put, my work 
is post-colonial and Tintin in the Congo is colonial. To just 
classify them in the same category is to wilfully embrace 
an ignorant reading.

I briefly want to talk about process. This is one aspect 
of the artist’s work that gets very little attention from 
viewers or critics. I think that it’s important for the viewer 
to understand that making art (at least in my case) is a 
process that involves a lot of time: firstly deciding what to 
make and secondly how to resolve it. 

Because of the controversial aspect of my work a lot of 
early decisions (in the past at least) were discussed with 
my gallery, in particular Michael Stevenson. Remember 
that a gallery serves the same purpose as a publisher, if 
they disagree with the content, they will not exhibit or 
publish the artworks. And even if they agree, there will 
still be editing, not only when an exhibition is hung, but 
while the art is made, hence frequent studio visits and 
discussions before an exhibition. Please note that in no 
way am I trying to shift blame here, if anything I’m parti-
cularly grateful for Michael’s input. But the point is that a 
lot of works, and in fact the direction of my practice, were 
encouraged and endorsed by the gallery. 

After a lot of discussion and the final execution of an 
artwork, there’s still no clarity on whether a specific work 
will succeed or have an impact with the public. Any publi-
sher knows this and experienced galleries and artists cer-
tainly do as well. Brett Murray didn’t know what impact 
his painting “The Spear” 8 (2010) would have beforehand, 
neither did the very seasoned Zapiro with his “Organ 
Grinder’s Monkey” cartoon in 2016. 

If I look at my own work retrospectively, there are certain-
ly some works that are weaker than others. It’s an inevi-
tability of the practice. There are some works that I even 
tried to resolve in a second version that still didn’t work. 
Using an offensive stereotype like the “golliwog” is there-
fore risky and precarious. But this is exactly the challenge 
for the satirist: to conceptually resolve a particular pro-
blem in both formal and meaningful terms.

I always try to find a fresh perspective, one that people 
will find jarring and controversial. In a way I feel the sati-

rist needs to be a provocateur. I feel that art that complies 
to any ideology is boring and morally suspect. Discomfort 
should pose a question to the viewer, one that requires 
you to come back and rethink the meaning. And the pur-
pose of my art, when it’s successful, is when an artwork 
or series of works have stimulated debate. In the past this 
used to be the case but today we have moved into a time 
where people are averse to debate.

I had very positive reviews in The New York Times, The 
New Yorker and Art in America after solo exhibitions in 
NYC. I exhibited in the Museums of Modern Art in New 
York and San Francisco, the Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Sydney, the Guggenheim Museum Bilboa in Spain, 
the Museum of Modern Art in Denmark, etc. Anyone who 
thinks that it was possible to achieve such success on the 
back of racist art for a white male from South Africa after 
the year 2000, is delusional. 

If I dare question why I’m being excluded nowadays, cu-
rators are quick to point out that I’m egocentric: “Why 
should you be included? Who do you think you are?” Even 
in a recent international comic exhibition in Johannes-
burg 9, Bitterkomix was left out. The French press found it 
most surprising. Four Bitterkomix artists have been publi-
shed successfully in French on numerous occasions, yet 
Bitterkomix (in particular Conrad Botes and myself) were 
excluded from the exhibition. Galleries and art fairs will 
tell you that they never censored me, but that we have 
"creative differences" 10 or that my “art is uninteresting” 11 
or some similar kind of vague political nonsense.

I’m now accused of racism of a specific body of work that 
I did that put the spotlight on racism. Since the New York 
Times stopped editorial cartoons in 2019, satire is under 
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serious threat worldwide. So if satire is not discussed in 
class anymore, and even art students do not understand 
basic visual satire, how can we expect the twitter mob out 
there to understand it? By cancelling provocative art to-
day, galleries, art fairs, museums and curators are making 
a visually illiterate world even more visually illiterate. His-
torically art challenges and enrages, both in function and/
or form 12 – that is the art that millions of viewers go and 
watch in museums all over the world each year. Not the 
art that was endorsed by rigid political watchdogs, confi-
dent of their moral code. 

Anton KANNEMEYER

12  Van Gogh’s painting “Sunflowers” (1889), for instance, challenged formal 

standards. His lack of sales during his lifetime is a testament to the public’s 

perception of his work.
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Anton Kannemeyer was born in Cape Town, South Africa, 
in 1967. He is a contemporary artist and creator of comics, 
and as the latter sometimes goes by the name of Joe Dog.
 
Kannemayer studied graphic design and illustration, 
going on to acquire a Master’s degree in illustration, at 
the University of Stellenbosch in Cape Town. In 1992, he 
and fellow South African artist Conrad Botes (born in 
1969) co-founded the avant-garde underground comics 
magazine Bitterkomix, a politically subversive publication 
using black humour to critique South African society in 
the immediate aftermath of the abolition of apartheid. 
The magazine was enthusiastically received in Europe, 
where the two writers were regularly invited to show and 
discuss their work, and spawned anthologies in English 
and French. 

Kannemeyer thus found himself thrust into the global li-
melight and increasingly in demand on the contemporary 
art scene, with a number of galleries in South Africa, Eu-
rope and North America showing his work, including ori-
ginal comic book plates, sketches, drawings and paintings.

Kannemeyer’s style is acerbic and insolent: he appropriates 
racist imagery as a means to denouncing colonialism, 
slavery, white supremacy and all forms of discrimination, 
whether economic, social or racial.  His black humour elicits 
both laughter and serious reflection, entangling his rea-
ders-cum-viewers in the contradictions that are inherent 
in South African society – but also embedded in the history 
of the West, with which that society is inextricably linked.  

In 2009, Kannemeyer published Pappa in Afrika, a satire 
of Tintin au Congo parodying the style of the celebrated 
Belgian cartoonist Hergé and representing the reporter 
for the Petit vingtième as the archetypal white settler – a 
violent racist and imperialist. The book sparked conside-
rable controversy and was a victim of censorship, notably 
in Lisbon, in 2015, when the director of the Calouste-Gu-
lbenkian Foundation forced the Foundation’s bookshop 
– which had stocked copies of Pappa in Afrika in advance 
of Kannemeyer’s participation in a symposium on Afri-
can comics – to remove the book from its shelves.  

In Peekaboo (2011), a large work in ink and acrylic on 
canvas, a white man jumps up in alarm at the sight of a 

Biography
black man poking his head out from behind some leaves 
and shouting an innocuous “Peekaboo!” The black man 
has been made to look like one of those racist carica-
tures from the early 1930s and the vegetation from which 
he is emerging evokes the jungle, the white man being 
depicted meanwhile against a neatly clipped lawn. This 
clear division between the two halves of the canvas marks 
the racist opposition between the “civilised” white man 
and the “savage” black man and Kannemeyer mocks the 
“white man’s fear” at the sight of a person whose skin is 
“a bit too dark”.  

In B is for Black; W is for White (taken from his Alphabet 
of Democracy, published in 2010), Kannemeyer quotes 
the definitions of “black” and “white” given by the Cham-
bers and Oxford dictionaries, illustrating them with, res-
pectively, the head of a black man weeping copious tears 
against a dark background and that of a white man bathed 
in a flood of light.  The former is described as “opposite of 
white, dirty, messy, without light, dark, illegal, dim, smug-
gled, sombre, disasterous [sic], dismal, obscure, sullen, 
bad-tempered, angry, horrible, grotesque, malignant, un-
lucky, unhappy, depressed”; the latter corresponds to the 
“colour of milk or fresh snow” and is “innocent, unstained, 
pure, unblemished, bright, anti-revolutionary, auspicious, 
reliable, favourable, honorable, honest, upright, without 
bloodshed, free from guilt”.  

Kannemeyer is highlighting here the extent to which sup-
posedly neutral definitions actually perpetuate a society’s 
prejudices, and the extent to which representations – in 
advertising, school textbooks, art – flow from particular 
ideologies. By employing the racist imagery of colonialism 
and referencing the absurdity of apartheid legislation, his 
works invite contemporary viewers to question their own 
way of looking at things. Do these caricatures of Blacks 
still exist, and if so in what forms, in our current system of 
representation? And is the fear of the white male (hete-
rosexual, married man, family man, etc) dismayed by the 
idea of his own potentially diminished social status really 
a thing of the past?  Do the great “classics” from the wor-
ld of comics and the visual arts not serve, albeit surrepti-
tiously, as a vehicle for prejudices relating to race, gender 
and class? Kannemeyer’s work refuses to duck such ques-
tions, asking them in a way that is both subtly nuanced 
and wickedly funny. 
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Kannemeyer’s work has been exhibited at a great many 
contemporary art galleries and museums across the 
globe, notably the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, the 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York, Antwerp’s 
Museum of Contemporary Art, the Museum of Contem-
porary Art (MCA) in Sydney, the Louisiana Museum of Mo-
dern Art in Denmark, the National Museum of Modern 
and Contemporary Art in Seoul, the MUAC (University 
Museum of Contemporary Art) in Mexico, and numerous 
other institutions in Africa, Europe and the United States. 

His works form part of the permanent collections at MoMA 
and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the South 
African National Gallery in Cape Town and the Pretoria Art 
Museum, and London’s Victoria and Albert Museum. 

Kannemeyer’s work is also regularly shown at internatio-
nal contemporary art fairs such as those held in Paris, Lon-
don, New York, Miami, Johannesburg and Cape Town.
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EXPOSITIONS PERSONELLES / SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2021. Anton Kannemeyer (Huberty & Breyne, Paris, France)
2019. 1-54 Contemporary Africain Art Fair (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, London, UK)
2018. 1-54 Contemporary Africain Art Fair (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, London, UK)
2017. Anton Kannemeyer (Galerie Ernst Hilger, Vienna, Austria)
2016. Pappa in Africa, Amadora BD 2016 (Forum Luís de Camões, Lisbon, Portugal)
2015. E is for Exhibition (Stevenson, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2014. Such, Such Were the Joys (Stevenson, Cape Town, South Africa)
2012. Paintings and Prints for Doctors and Dentists (Stevenson, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2011. After the Barbarians (Jack Shainman, New York, USA)
2010. Alphabet of Democracy (Stevenson, Cape Town, South Africa)
2010. A Dreadful Thing is About to Occur (Stevenson, Cape Town, South Africa)
2009. Work on Paper (Stevenson, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2008. Fear of a Black Planet (Stevenson, Cape Town, South Africa)
2008. The Haunt of Fears (Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, USA, South Africa)
2007. New work (Beam Gallery, Spier Estate, Stellenbosch/Cape Town, South Africa)
2006. More days of my lives (Art on Paper, Braamfontein, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2005. Days of my lives (Erdmann Contemporary, Cape Town, South Africa)
2004. Gathering Evidence (Art on Paper, Melville, Johannesburg South Africa)

EXPOSITIONS COLLECTIVES / GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2020. Cape Town Art Fair (Black River Studio & Artists’ Press, Cape Town, South Africa)
2019. MURS (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, Brussels, Belgium)
2019. Art Paris Art Fair (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, Paris, France)
2019. Cape Town Art Fair (Black River Studio, Cape Town, South Africa)
2019. King of the Hill (Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, USA)
2019. Bitterkomix (La Cité des Arts, St. Denis, Reunion)
2018. 1-54 Contemporary Africain Art Fair (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, New York, USA)
2018. Cape Town Art Fair (Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town, South Africa)
2017. Art Paris Art Fair (Huberty & Breyne Gallery, Paris, France)
2017. The Coffins of Paa Joe and the Pursuit of Happiness (The School, Kinderhook, New York, USA)
2017. Frans Masereel & Contemporary Art: Images of Resistance (Mu.Zee, Oostende, Belgium)
2016. Chaos, Winter 2015 Collected Works (Rennie Collection, Vancouver, Canada)
2015-2017. Making Africa: A Continent of Contemporary Design - Travelling exhibition: (Mar.14 – Sep.13) Vitra Design 
Museum, Weil am Rhein, Germany; (Oct.30 – Feb. 21, 2016) Guggenheim Museum Bilbao; (Mar.22 – Jul.31, 2016) Centre 
de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona; (Oct. 1, 2016 – Jan. 15, 2017) Kunsthal Rotterdam, the Netherlands
2015. Africa: Architecture, Culture and Identity (Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæck, Denmark)
2014. The Global Africa Project: Political Patterns (Seoul Museum of Art, South Korea)
2014. Color Theory (MUAC, Mexico City, Mexico)
2014. Meeting Points 7: Ten Thousand Wiles & A Hundred Thousand Tricks - Travelling exhibition: (Mar. 1 – Apr. 20) Para 
Site, Hong Kong; (Apr.1 – May 3) Beirut Art Centre, Beirut; (May 9 – Aug. 31) 21er Haus, Vienna; (Jul. 7 – Aug. 22) Institute 
for African Studies, Moscow
2014. Public Intimacy: Art and Social Life in South Africa (Yerba Buena Centre for the Arts & SF MoMA, San Francisco, 
USA)
2013. Sharp Sharp Johannesburg (La Gaite Lyrique, Paris, France)
2013. Meeting Points 7: Ten Thousand Wiles & A Hundred Thousand Tricks (Museum of Modern Art, Antwerp, Belgium)
2013. South Africa Revisited (Galerie Zwitschermaschine, Berlin, Germany)
2012. Taboo (Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, Australia)
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2012. Things Beyond Our Control (Fredric Snitzer Gallery, Miami)
2012. Bitterkomix: Contemporary Comics from South Africa (Llotja del Cànem, Seu de la Ciutat de la Universitat Jaume 
I, Castelló de la Plana, Spain)
2012. 'We're not armed, don't shoot' (Raum Linksrechts, Hamburg, Germany)
2011. Impressions from South Africa, 1965 to Now (Museum of Modern Art, New York, USA)
2011. Coca-colonizado (Art Museum of El Salvador, San Salvador, Republic of Salvador)
2010. Party Crashers (AAC – Arlington Arts Centre, Virginia, USA)
2010. Les Afriques de Papa (Espace du collectif Sadi, Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo)
2010. Exquisite Corpse Project (Gasser Grunert Gallery, New York, USA)
2010. Frieze (Stevenson Gallery, London, UK)
2010. Coca-colonized (Hilger Brot Kunsthalle, Vienna, Austria)
2010-2011. Peekaboo! Current South Africa (Helsinki Art Museum, Helsinki, Finland)
2010. Bitterkomix (Espace my.monkey, Nancy, France)
2010. …For Those Who Live in It: Popculture Politics and Strong Voices (MU, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
2010. NeoIntegrity: Comics Edition (MoCCA: Museum of Comic and Cartooning Art, New York, USA)
2010. Philigrafika 2010: The Graphic Unconscious (Philidelphia, USA)
2009. Art Basel Miami (Jack Shainman Gallery, Miami, USA)
2009. Afrique du Sud (Cité Internationale de la Bande Dessinee et de l’Image, Main Festival BD Angouleme, France)
2009. Berlin Art Fair (Stevenson Gallery, Berlin, Deutchland)
2009. Art Brussels (Stevenson Gallery, Brussels, Belgium)
2009. Johannesburg Art Fair (Stevenson Gallery, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2008. Johannesburg Art Fair (Stevenson Gallery, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2007. Artisti a Castagnoli (Gaiole in Chianti, Tuscany, Italy)
2007. From_&_To (kunst Meran/ Merano arte, Merano, Italy)
2007. South African Art: Modern art and cultural development in a changing society (Danubiana, Meulensteen Art 
Museum, Bratislava, Slovakia) 
2006. Africa Comics (Studio Museum in Harlem, New York, USA)
2004. South African Comic Artists (Fumetto 2004 Comic Festival, Lucerne, Switzerland)
2003. Bulles d’Afrique (Belgian Centre for Comic Strip Art, Brussels, Belgium)
2002. Bitterkomix (Cyclone BD, Main Festival, St. Denis, Reunion, France)
2002. Family Histories (Tropen Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
2002. Bitterkomix: Comic-Projekt aus Südafrika (Grober Unfug Galerie, Berlin, Germany)
2002. Matite Africane (Accademia di Belle Arti, Bologna, Italy)
2001. Shelf Life - Travelling exhibition (Gasworks Gallery, The Oval, London, Nov.2001/ Jan. 2002; Spike Island Bristol, 
Jan./March 2002; Bluecoat Gallery, Liverpool, May/July 2002)
2000. Comix 2000: Denis-Dutertre (Institut Francais de Cologne, Cologne, Germany)
1999. towards-transit (Pro-Helvetia, Löwenbräu, Zürich, Switzerland)
1999. Gestript (Arenberginstituut, University of Leuven, Belgium)
1993. Three New Artists (Lambiek Gallery, Amsterdam, Holland)

COLLECTIONS / COLLECTIONS
The V&A Museum (London, UK)
Museum of Modern Art (New York, USA)
Museum Of Modern Art (San Fransisco, USA)
Vitra Design Museum (Weil am Rhein, Germany)
National Gallery (Cape Town, South Africa)
National Gallery (Pretoria, South Africa)
Johannesburg Art Gallery (South Africa)
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Art Omi Collection (New York, USA)
Special Collections Division (Michigan State University, USA)
Hollard/Spier Collection (Johannesburg & Stellenbosch, South Africa)
JS Gericke Library Special Collection (University of Stellenbosch, South Africa)
Collection Leridon (Paris, France)

PRIX / AWARDS
2015. Best international graphic novel award - Pappa in Afrika (Amadora BD festival, Portugal)
2006. Awarded Art Omi International Artists Residency (New York, USA)
2003. Gold Eagle Award (Purity campaign: poster illustration and design)
2003. Silver Loerie Award (Purity campaign: poster illustration and design)
2000. Gold Loerie Award (Bitterjusi 13: publication; with Orange Juice Design)
1998. Gold Loerie Award (Pendoring Campaign: animation; with Lindsay Smithers)
1998. Two Silver Loerie Awards (Pendoring Campaign: poster illustration and design)
1998. Loerie Craft Award winner (Pendoring Campaign: poster illustration and design)
1991. Edrich Award for best art student (University of Stellenbosch)

RÉSIDENCES / RESIDENCIES
2011. Comic art residency (Laboratoire de Bande Dessinée number 3, Arc et Senans, France)
2006. Fine arts residency (Art Omi International and the Spier Arts Trust, New York)

COMMISSARIAT D'EXPOSITIONS / EXHIBITION CURATING
2013. Loustal: The loom of the land (Stevenson Gallery, Johannesburg, Afrique du Sud)
2009. Anton Kannemeyer, Conrad Botes & Henning Wagenbreth: Recent prints and drawings (Gallery Art on Paper, 
Melville, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2004-2005. Comics Brew International exhibition - travelling exhibition (Johannesburg, South Africa; Maputo, Mozam-
bique; Durban and Cape Town, South Africa; Luanda, Angola and Windhoek, Namibia)
2003. Comic Artists from South Africa and Reunion (Art on Paper, Melville, Johannesburg, South Africa)

CATALOGUES / CATALOGUES
2019. Forward (Stellenbosch University Museum, South Africa)
2017. Anton Kannemeyer (Galerie Ernst Hilger, Vienna, Austria) 
2015. Making Africa: A Continent of Contemporary Design (Vitra Design Museum, Germany)
2015. Africa: Architecture, Culture and Identity (Louisiana Museum of Art, Denmark)
2014. Teoría del color (Museo Universitario arate contemporaneo, Mexico City, Mexico) 
2014. Africa Now – Political Patterns (Seoul Museum of Art, South Korea)
2013-2014. Meeting Points 7: ten thousand wiles and a hundred thousand tricks (M HKA, Antwerp, Belgium & The Insti-
tute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia)
2012. Taboo by Brook Andrew (Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, Australia)
2011. What we talk about when we talk about love by Federica Angelucci (Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town)
2011. Impressions from South Africa, 1965 to Now by Judith B. Hecker (Museum of Modern Art, USA)
2011. The Graphic Unconscious. (Philagrafika, Philadelphia, USA)
2010. Anton Kannemeyer: Alphabet of Democracy (Cape Town: Jacana Media (Pty) Ltd.)
2010. Coca-colonized by Claire Breukel (Galerie Ernst Hilger, Vienna, Austria)
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2010. Party Crashers: Comic Book Culture Invades the ArtWorld (Arlington: Arlington Arts Center)
2010. Peekaboo (Helsinki Art Museum Tennis Palace, Finland)
2010. This is Our Time by Joost Bosland (Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town)
2009. South African Art Now by Sue Williamson (Collins Design, New York, USA)
2008. Fear of a black planet. Editor Sophie Perryer (Michael Stevenson, Cape Town)
2007. Summer 2007/2008 by Michael Stevenson, Sophie Perryer and Joost Bosland (Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town)
2007. From_&_To: From Merano to the world and back by Valerio Dehó and Denis Isaia (Kunst Merano Arte, Merano, Italy)
2007. Artisti A Castagnoli (Biennale Internazionale d’Arte) by Alberto Fiz (Studio d’Arte Raffaelli Trento, Italy)
2006. Africacomics edited by Samir S. Patel (The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York, USA)
2006. South African Art Now by Michael Stevenson & Sophie Perryer (Michael Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town)
2006. The Big Bad Bitterkomix Handbook (Cape Town, Stevenson)
2004. The Brett Kebble Art Awards 2004 Catalogue edited by Lesley Barritt (Cape Town)
2004. Comics Brew Catalogue edited by J. Jordaan & A. Kannemeyer (Comics Brew Festival of International Comic Art 
in Southern Africa 2004/2005) (Cape Town)
2004. Handwritten: Expressive Lettering in the Digital Age by Steven Heller & Mirko Illic (Thames & Hudson) 
2004. Under construction: ‘race’ and identity in South Africa today by Natasha Distiller & Melissa Steyn (Heinemann 
Publishers)
2004. Fumetto: Internationales Comix-Festival Catalogue (Luzern, Switzerland) 
2003. Group Portrait South Africa: Nine family histories compiled by Paul Faber (Tropen Museum, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)
2002. Black & White: under the skin of South African cartooning by Andy Mason (NSA Gallery, Durban, South Africa)
2001. Shelf Life edited by Kate Fowle & Deborah Smith (Gasworks Gallery, London, UK)
2001. KKNK 2001 Visual Art catalogue edited by Clive van den Bergh (KKNK, Oudtshoorn, South Africa)
1999. Towards-transit exhibition catalogue (Pro Helvetia, Zurich, Switzerland)
1997. Printmaking in a transforming South Africa by Philippa Hobbs & Elizabeth Rankin (David Philip Publishers)

PUBLICATIONS (SÉLECTION) / SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
2021. L' art érotique d'Anton Kannemeyer et Conrad Botes2019. Lag-Lag 2 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Cape Town)
2018. Pappa in Afrika (La 5e Couche, Brussels, Belgium)
2017. Rock & BD (Contrebande, La Réunion)
2016. Le Cri du Margouillat Numéro 30 (Centre du Monde, La Réunion)
2016. O Meu Nelson Mandela e Outros Contos (Mmmnnnrrrg, Lisbon)
2016. Ijusi 31 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2016. Bitterkomix 17 (editor, Isotrope & XLibris, Cape Town)
2016. Raus Rein (Avant Verlag, Berlin)
2015. Pappa in Doubt (Jacana Media, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2015. La Revue Dessinée #08 (Paris, France)
2015. Ijusi 30 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2014. Papa in Afrika (Avant Verlag, Berlin); Pappa Afrikassa (Huuda Hsuuda, Helsinki); Papá Em África (Mmmnnnrrrg, 
Lisbon)
2014. The Erotic Drawings of Anton Kannemeyer (Stevenson, Cape Town, South Africa)
2014. Ijusi 29 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2013. Comics Art by Paul Gravett (Tate Publishing, London, UK)
2013. HEY! Modern art and pop culture Issue 14 (Paris, France)
2013. Bitterkomix16 (editor, Jacana Media, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2012. Ijusi 27 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2010. ALPHABETS a miscellany of letters (Black Dog Publishing, London, UK)
2010. Alphabet of Democracy (Jacana Media, Johannesburg, South Africa).
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2010. Ijusi 25 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2010. Le Monde Diplomatique en BD (Le Monde Diplomatique, France)
2010. Pappa in Afrika (Jacana Media, Johannesburg, South Africa)
2009. Africa e Mediterraneo no68 (Bologna, Italy)
2009. Art Review issue 34 (London, England)
2009. As almal ver is, ed. Danie Marais (Tafelberg, Cape Town, South Africa)
2009. Bitterkomix (with Conrad Botes, in French, L’Association, Paris, France)
2008. De Gids vol.171, no11/12 (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
2008. art/south Africa vol.7, issue 02 (Cape Town, South Africa)
2008. ZAM Africa Magazine 04/2008 (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
2008. Juliet no137 (Trieste, Italy)
2008. Bitterkomix 15 (editor, Jacana Media, Johannesburg)
2007. Ijusi 24 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2007. Bad Idea no3 (Good Publishing Ltd., London)
2006. The Big Bad Bitterkomix handbook (with Conrad Botes, Jacana, Johannesburg)
2006. Spit vol II (limited edition print portfolio; Department of Fine Arts, University of Stellenbosch)
2006. Ijusi 22 (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2005. Bitterkomix 14 (editor, Double Storey Books, Cape Town)
2005. Spit vol1 (Department of Fine Arts, University of Stellenbosch)
2004. Stripshow no2 (Stellenbosch, South Africa)
2004. Bitterjusi 21 (co-editor, Orange Juice Design, Durban)
2004. Bitterkomix 13 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Cape Town)
2003. Strapazin no73 (Zurich, Switzerland)
2003. Moga Mobo nr. 88 (Berlin, Germany)
2003. Africa e Mediterraneo no42 (Bologna, Italy)
2003. Bitterkomix 12 (co-editor, launched at Art on Paper, Johannesburg, Feb.4th)
2002. Best of Bitterkomix vol.2 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Johannesburg)
2002. Bitterkomix Special Edition (co-editor, launched at Spike Island Bristol, January 25th)
2002. Lapin 31 (L’Association, Paris, France)
2002. Le Margouillat 13 (Saint-Denis, Reunion)
2001. Bitterkomix 11 (co-editor, launched at the NSA Gallery, Durban, June 19th)
2000. Bitterjusi/ikomix no13 (Gold Loerie winner; Orange Juice Design, Durban) 
2000. Bitterkomix 10 (co-editor, launched by Prof. Gregory Kerr, Cape Town, June 19th) 
1999. Hopital Brut no4 (Le Dernier Cri, Marseilles, France) 
1999. Komix 2000 (L’Association, Paris, France) 
1999. Bitterkomix 9 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Cape Town)
1999. Ijusi 8: black and white illustration issue (Orange Juice Design, Durban)
1998. The Best of Bitterkomix vol.1 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Cape Town)
1998. Zeke and the Mine Snake (David Philip Publishers, Cape Town)
1998. Colors (Time/Tempo) n°26 (Catena di Villorba, Italy)
1998. Die Tweede Reën (Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Pretoria)
1998. The Sunday Times Magazine (Johannesburg, January 26th – August 2nd)
1996. Lag-Lag (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Pretoria)
1995. Formaline (Turnhout, Belgium) 
1994. Gif: Afrikaner Sekskomix (editor, Hond Uitgewers and Bitterkomix, Pretoria/Stellenbosch)
1992-98. Bitterkomix 1-8 (co-editor, Bitterkomix Pulp cc, Pretoria & Cape Town)
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Check your privilege, 2020
Acrylic on paper, 219 x 100 cm

P is for the Problem, 2021
Acrylic and pencil on paper, 150 x 120 cm
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Deplatformed Blues, 2020
Acrylic on paper, 185 x 150 cm
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Virus, 2020
Acrylic on paper, 132 x 150 cm

Free Nelson Mandela II, 2020
Acrylic on paper, 150 x 205 cm
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Bitterkomix #18 Back Cover, 2020
7 colours silkscreen on paper, 76 x 56 cm
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36 avenue Matignon
75008 Paris

Monday > Saturday 11.00 am – 7.00 pm

EXHIBITION
From Friday 24 september to Saturday 30 october 2021

PREVIEW
Thursday 23 september 2021 from 11.00 am to 8.00 pm

In the presence of the artist

Anton KANNEMEYER
Gathering Evidence

HD Visuals available on request
© Huberty & Breyne - Anton Kannemeyer

PRESS CONTACT

Marina DAVID
+33 (0)6 86 72 24 21
m.david@marinadavid.fr
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The Huberty & Breyne Gallery is a key reference point in 
the world of Comic Art and has been specialising in ori-
ginal cartoon work for almost 30 years now. Operating 
out of Brussels and Paris, Huberty & Breyne offers collec-
tors a choice selection of original works by the greatest 
comic book illustrators of all time - the likes of Hergé, 
Franquin, Martin, Hubinon and Schuiten. It is the only gal-
lery to represent the work of Milo Manara and also collabo-
rates with contemporary artists such as Philippe Geluck, 
François Avril, Jean-Claude Götting, Loustal, Miles Hyman 
and Christophe Chabouté. 

The Gallery is closely involved with the international art 
market scene and a contributor at major art fairs such as 
Brafa (Brussels Antiques & Fine Arts Fair), 1 – 54 London, 
Art Paris Art Fair and Drawing Now. 

Alain Huberty and Marc Breyne are also advisors to 
Christie's regarding the sale of works of Comic Art.

BRUSSELS | CHÂTELAIN
 
33 place du Châtelain
1050 Bruxelles
+32 (0)2 893 90 30

Tuesday > Saturday 
11.00am - 6.00pm

PARIS | MATIGNON

36 avenue Matignon
75008 Paris
+33 (0)1 40 28 04 71

Monday > Saturday
11.00am - 7.00pm

contact@hubertybreyne.com  
www.hubertybreyne.com
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